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ABSTRACT

A nethod which can be applied to sinulate the motion of fluid drops within

fluids is described through a detailed study of a. prototype problen, that

is, the motion of ca,rbon dioxide bubbles in wa,ter. The nathenatical

fornulation uses cla,ssical molecular type fornulas a,nd results in an n-body

problen shich is solved nunerically. The rise of the bubbles is described,

a,s is the notion of the water near the bubbles. For variety, both EzO

water and DZO heavy water are considered. 0n1y worksta'tion computer

capabilities are required.



1. Introduction Mathernaticia,ns, physicists, chemists, meteorologists, a,nd

engineers have shown interest in fluid drops 1-1o. Many of tbe modern

studies emphasize the fully nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations and related

computer siurula,tions. These studies, however, require special, often

rather arbitrary, implementation because surface tension, which is
fundanental to the physics of fluid drops, is not inherent in the Navier-

Stokes equations. In addition, it is not clear to what extent the Navier-

Stokes equations are applica.ble when the resulting fluid notions are

turbulent.
In this pa,per we will develop a particle or moleculaE lypg apProach 11

to a two dimensional study of the motion of carbon dioxide bubbles in

water. The discussion for this prototype problem will contain all the

concepts and methods which are essential for three dinensional studies of

the motions of fluid drops vithin fluids.

2. Particfe Ffuid lodel* Let us begin by considering the most ba,sic

fluid in science, that is, water. Un1ess otherwise specified, the term

wa,ter molecule wiII represent either an EzO nolecule or a DzO molecule.

Differentiation betseen the two wiII be essential only vhen the discussion

will require the concept of @-
Given tvo vater molecules P; and Pit a, sinplistic classical molecular

potential /(r) for the pair is the Rowlinson potential 12:

(2.r) g(r;)=(2.0e8)10-" 
[,4,1'z - 1ff7u] ""u,

in yhich the distance r;1 betrreen P; and P; is measured in a.ngstroms. From

(2.1) it follows that the force F; on P; due to P; is

(2.2)

From (2.2) it folloss that Fi("tr)= llF;ll is given by

i; = (2.0e8)ro-s l-tz{z'os)l2

l;ir--
6(2.65)61 7;i

T)T, dynes.

(2.3)



from which it follons that fi(f )=0 inplies

(2.4)
o

F=2.975 A,

which is called the equilibriun distance for the force F.

Consider now a tvo dinensiona,lo rectangular basin vhose base is 23.8 cn

and whose height is 23.713 cn. An XY coordina.te system is superimposed on

the basin a,s shown in Figure 2.\. The basin is symmetrical about the Y

a.xis and lies in the upper half plane. 0n the ba,sin lre troit construct a,

regular, triangular grid, as shown in Figure 2.2. The triangula,r building
block for the grid has edge 1.19 cm and aLtitude 1.031 crr a,s shown in
Figure 2.3. The grid has 24 rows and 492 grid, points, which are numbered

t-492 in the usual fashion, left to right on ea,ch row and botton to top.

At each of the constructed grid points s vE wish to place a, water

oarticle, that is, an EE4;!9 of water molecules. If a point has been

nunbered i, then the associated particle is denoted by P;. The mass of each

P; will be deternined by distributing equally over the pa,rticles the total
mass of all the nolecules in the basin. Use of (2.4) as the edge of a

regular, tria,ngular grid of water nolecules implies that the number N of
water molecules in the basin is

(2.5)

Now, the

tota"l E2O

particles

(2.6a)

(23.8X23.713)
= (7.364)1017.

(2.975)10 - 81z.SrO;rO - 8N=

mass of a single E2O molecule is (30.103)10-24 gr, so that the

molecular nass is (2.217)70-u g". Distributing tbis over the 492

implies that the nass M1 of an E2O particle is

Mr= (4.506)10-t g".

fashion, since the mass of a D2O molecule is tsice that of an

the mass M, of a D2O particle is
In a similar
E2O molecule,

(2.6b) Mr= (9.011)10-t g".
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Next we r.rish to develop a fornula for the force between tvo pa,rticles P;

and P;. Ve a,ssume tha,t the force has a nagnitude

(2.7) F=9 + 4 dYnes,rqi R;i"

in which the distance ft;1 between P; and P; is measured in cm. Fron (2.7)'
then,

(2.8) 6@ii)= -G log R;; . # .

"rx

Assuning that the basic edge length 1.19 cm of the triangular grid in

Figure 2.2 is the equilibriun distance for the force F in (2.7) inplies

(2.e) fr + # =o

A second equation for C and H is deternined by conputing potentia,I

energies of the pa,rticle and molecular systems as foll.oss. Assuming tha,t

all velocities a,re zero, the potentia,I energy E of the particle system is,
approxinately rll

492(2.10) ^E'-3t (-G log 1.1e + ffi ) ,

or.

(2.11) E = 3 (492) (-0.17395 G + 0.35308 E ),

while tha,t for the molecula.r systen is, approxinately,

(7.364)1017

(2.12) E = 3t
i=1

so that

(2.13)

{rz.ooa)ro-"I r*ffii"- tffif ]],

E=-(1.159)10t."g.

Thus, (2.LI) and (2.13) irnply



(2.14) -0.4927C *H= -222.4.

Finally, the solution of (2.9) and (2.14) is

(2.15)

so that (2.7) becomes

(2.16)

Q=116.5118=-164.99,

F_116.51 - H.n;i Rii

#=-e8oi.1AtHf tr]'o'ff

"Ii*889-ffi] ros=e80,

Next, let us develop dynanical equations for EzO and DzO particles.
Consider first a D2O particle. Froc (2.6b) and (2.16), Iet the notion of
P; be determined by the the dynanical equa,tion

;28
(2.17) (e.011)10-8 # = -e80(e.011)10-8 i

4s2 r u6.b1 164.99l Hjd
+ "r t#f-Ellfr,ti7t,

in which 7=(011) and o is a noruralization constant which is deternined as

follows. From (2.L7)

(2.18)

i+i
The nornalization constant c is nor chosen so that each particle P; in the

very top row of the configuration shown in Figure 2.2 is supported

completely by the local interaction sith any particle which lies 1.0305

units directly below it (see Figure 2.3). Thus,

(2.1e)

fron which one finds

(2.20)

Hence, (2.18) reduces to

a - (-234.19)10-8.



(2.21)

For actual computation, we will nake the

(2.22) T - 10t ,

so that (2.2O) becomes finally

flbserve immediately that since the mass of EzO is half that of DzO, the

dyna,nical equation for a.n ErO pa'rticle is from (2-23a)

(2.23b)

3. Basin Stabilization. Irre next let a basin of E2O particles find its own

equilibriun configuration dynanically a.s follows. Consider then a, basin of

EzO particles at the grid pointe of the triangular grid shosn in Figure

2.2. To avoid synrnetry, a, velocity of either 10.0000001 is assigned in the

X direction , at random, to each particle. From these initial da,ta,, the

notion of the system is generated as follows. Tbe dynamical equation of

each Pi is taken to be

4=-e.87+
dT"

r 30.28 42.88'tai;L-q-wJE

4 = -g.a 7+
dTn

|. 60.56 85.761 Eji

L- zt - EFJ Tu'

*=-g.a;'+flf-dT" j=r Li*i

49,t
i=1i+i

o'T' 
= -nro

dtn
?, E r Bo28,4288lRjdo'o4,L -4-41r,

i*;

convenient change of variables

(2.23a)

49,t
i --ri+i

(3.1)

in which Rii> L.2 implies A=B=0, rhile niiSL.2 inplies A=60.56, B=85.76.

In this fashion, interparticle force is kept strictly local. The resulting
492-body problem is solved numerically by the leap-frog formulas 13 nith A?

= 0.0002 on a, Silicon Graphics sorkstation. Every 500 time steps, each

velocity is damped by the factor 0.1. Particle reflection due to wall

collision is done symrnetrically with velocity daurped by the factor 0.1. In

the usua,l. nota,tion Tp=kLT,k=0,1,2r..i the evolution of the basin through

7

A B trti,4- 4 14'
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?reoooo is shown in Figures 3.1-3.3. l{ith the sa,me considerations, the

stabilized DzO basin at ?reoooo is shown in Figure 3.4. At ?rloooo, the

maximum value of y for the E2O basin is approxinately L4.4, while that for
the DrO basin is approxinately I2.2.

Calculations were halted at ?rroooo because rte desired to have a fluid
with nontrivia,I internal and surface motions.

4. @ To siraulate the motion of CO2 bubbles in E2O

and in DzO, r{e must f irst repea,t for a COz gas the considerations in
Section 2. Since COz gas in three dinensions at 0 C has a density

approximately 1a 1/500 that of EzO, in two dinensions the density will be

approximately 500-213, oFr approximately 1/63 tha,t of EzO. Thus, into the

basin shown in Figure 2.1 ve place (1.169)1016 molecuLes and 492/63, or for
convenience, 7 COz particles. The particles are arranged as shown in
Figure 4.1.

For the molecular arrangement, note that a potential for CO2 is 12

(4.1)

so that

(4.2)

which yields an

approximate total

64it)=(1.132051)10-r3 [,-uqr" - +ff] ,

r(,ii) - (1 . 1s2ob1) 10 -' 
lt'!n:.';," 

-

equilibrium distance of 4.57

molecular potential energy of

E=r{rrz)roro 
{ ,t.1s20s1)10-* [ tffif' - ( i#)'] ]

E=-993.4erg.

$e assume

6(4.07)6.|T],
oA. One then has an

(4.3)

olr

(4.4)

For CO2 particles,



(4.b) ,=* + 
*,

with R;i measured in cn. Then,

(4.6) $- -A Log R;1* Bw
Assuning that R=11.9 cn is the CO2 particle equilibriun distance inplies

(4.r) * +#=0.

The total potential energy of the particle system is, approxinately'

(4.8)

so that

(4.L2)

E=12 (-Alog11.9 + *),2(11.9)'

*"#'= -e8o iw"+"D[ W ffi] H

(4.e) 12(-A rog 11.s * 
ffirr)=-ee3.4.

The solution of (4.7) and (4.9) ie A=27.800' 8=-3936.9.

Finally, since the mass of a COz molecule is (7.3585)10-23 8rr the

total molecular nass M is

(4.10) M=(7.3585)10-*(r.169)1016 =(8.602)10-t s"

and the mass M3 of a CO2 pa,rticle is

(4.11) Me= M 17 =(1.2289)10 -7 g".

Thus, the equation of a CO2 particle is

From (2.20) and (4.11), then,



4 = -e80i +(-234.2)10-89 [ ?2.800 - sgso.g 1 4lidtn (r-z2ee[o?z- LT - S 1t,

#=-e8o;.r [ ryf .W]H
Hence, by (2.22), we find

(4. 15) #=-e.8i.r[-ffi .w]H

(4.13)

orr

(4.L4)

(4.16)

l{e need next equations of motion for CO2-E2O interaction. For

EzO-E2O and COz-CO2 Va,rticle interactions, the equations are (2.23a) and

(4.15), respectively. For CO2-EzO particle interaction we nill use a

simple law of empirical bonding 12 in which the local interaction constants

are averaged. Hovever, we will also impose a local interaction distance D

to force local interaction only. Our choice is D=1.2. thus the following

dynanical approach will be used. Let P; and, P1 be any tvo particles in the

basin shown in Figure 3.3. The notion of P; is determined by the dynamical

equation

drrt,w l-+. *l=-9.86 +
rt0,

4
492t

i=l
i*i

If nii>1.2, then A=B=0. If R;i<L.2, then A and B are deternined as

follorrs. If P*Pi are both E2O particles, then A=60.56, 8=85.76. If P;,Pi

are both COz particles, then A=5.30, 9=750.25. In all other cases,

A=32.93=0.5(60.56 + 5.30), 8=418.01=0.5(85.76 + 75O.25).

As a first example, consider the E2O basin shown in Figure 3.3. The

particles Proa, P1se, Pzr", P253, P2g4, Pzge and P362 a,re now assumed to be CO2

particles. No changes in positions or velocities a,re made. The initial
configuration is shosn in Figure 4.2. The system (4.16) was solved

numerically with AT=g.gg92 by the leapfrog formulas through foaoooo. The

natural, rapid bubble emergence from the basin is shown in Figures 4.3-4.8

at the indicated tirnes.
10



As a second example, the first exanple wa,s repeated in each detail with

the single exception that the basin used was the D2O basin shown in Figure

3.4. The initial configuration is shovn in Figure 4.9. The energence of

the bubbles from the basin is shown typically in Figures 4.\O-4.L2, at the

indicated tirnes. The emergence nas, approxima,tely, 0.7 tineg faster tha,n

from the ,ErO basin.

Consider finally setting the seven CO2 particles in the .FrO ba,sin in

the positions Pzta, Pzrp Pzu, Pzgz, P14y., Pzsz, Pz1g , a,s shown in Figure

4.t3. The effect is to have created a large compressed gas bubble. One

must now expect the generation of a conpressive wave. IJith 4T=0.00002, the

resulting motion is showu in Figures 4.14 - 4.18 a,t the indicated times.

Figure 4.14 shows the inrnedia,te compression wa.ve effect directly above the

bubble at the ba,sin surfa,ce. The figures also show the disintegration of

the bubble as it rises. Figure 4.79 shows a,t ?rooooo only those EzO

pa,rticles which were originally below the bubble a.nd their formation into a

wake below the CO2 as it rises. Figure 4.20 shows at this same time how

the particles originally at the top of the basin ha,ve moved downward toward

the area. vacated by particles in the wake. A large rotationa,L E2O urotion

is evident at this tine.

5. Renarks. Models sith fewer than 500 particles can be studied easily
using most ava.ilable sorksta,tions. Models with nany more particlesr s&Yr

5000, can yield more accurate information and more esthetic pictures 11, but

require at present sone form of superconputation. The development of more

powerful workstations or of parallel computers will elininate this
requisite.

IJith regard to the results in Section 4, note tha,t aII gross motions

vere the results of Brownian type motions. Thus, the upward CO2 motions

Here the result of both upward and donnva,rd oscillations, reith the upward

ones dominating.

Since ve have not defined turbulence, it is unreasonable to claim that
portions of the basin notions rere turbulent. A possible aPproach to such

flows 13 would require the use of average velocity vectors and extensive

graphs of the resulting velocity fields. This woul.d require more

sophisticated techniques than those enployed in the present paper.

l1
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